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Councils aim to
put exceptional
case for Green
Belt invasion
xford needs more homes- it
is unlikely that this will be
disputed by many, if anyone at
all. The city is regularly determined the least affordable in
the country in various guises of the same
research - rents are very high and house
prices out of reach for many people.
Thousands of homes are needed and with
many of them required in or in the vicinity
of the city to complement employment and
population growth.
But Green Belt land around the city is
protected against development and was
designed to preserve green spaces.
Cherwell District Council has revealed its
plans for 4,400 homes to provide for
Oxford's need. Of these 3,990 will be built
in the Green Belt.
The debate seems to hinge on the phrase
'exceptional circumstances'.
City council leader Bob Price argues one
of the worst housing crises in the country
constitutes 'exceptional circumstances',
while CPRE Oxfordshire believes in this
case it is not, and other sites could be used.
With so much emphasis on people being
able to access the city from these homes, it
is vital that once they are built the area
does not become a commuter town.
The crucial question is how many of
these homes will be genuinely affordable
and actually be taken by the nurses,
teachers and other key workers that our
city needs but is struggling to recruit
because of high living costs.
Oxford Parkway's close proximity and
talk of a new railway station in Yarntonwhich would be along the line going north
to Birmingham and Manchester - would
certainly attract commuters.
Cherwell's plan, put together in
conjunction with the city council, has
earmarked transport improvements and
upgrading infrastructure.
Large housing developments that fail to
take into account education and health
provision have not been unheard of in
Oxfordshire in recent years.
This proposal covers these bases with
three primary schools, a 900-pupil
secondary school and a potential new
health centre and upgrades to existing
facilities. 'Green corridors' for cyclists and
pedestrians have also been included.
Campaigners and residents have been
fighting to protect the Green Belt for many
years and it seems this allocation of
housing could be a landmark one in that
particular battle.
As CPRE director Helen Marshall points
out, building in the protected land should
be a 'last resort'.
Local authorities have shown here that
they are prepared to go deep into the heart
of Green Belt.
The population will only continue to
grow beyond 2031 and there will be more
occasions in the not-too-distance future
where councils will ponder eating into
more of the Green Belt around the city.
The precedent is being set.
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a new town by stealth
Sir - Cherwell District Council has now made
public their selected sites on which to build
the 4,400 new houses, pledged to help meet the
housing need dubiously claimed by the
Oxford City Council.
These sites are focused around the villages
of Begbroke, Yarnton and Kidlington, and on
the northern edge of the city, all within land
designated Green Belt. Furthermore, rather
than choosing judiciously selected sites,
designed to have the least impact on the rural
environment, Cherwell District Council is
proposing what is essentially a new town.
This would be extensive in itself, and it
would effectively coalesce Begbroke, Yarnton
and Kidlington, obliterating their distinct
·characters for ever.
This is the kind of development which the
Green Belt is expressly designed to prevent. lf
it were to be enacted, it would establish urban
sprawl from Summertown to Woodstock.
Traffic jams along the A44, already dire,
would become permanent, as would those
approaching Oxford Parkway station, as
many of the new residents set off to commute
toLondon.
.
We wish to protest in the strongest possible
terms to this 'new town by stealth' and urge
others to do so too.
The details of Cherwell's selected sites·are at
http:/ / modgov.cherwell.gov.uk/
mgChooseDocPack.aspx?ID=3060
Further information may be found on the
Begbroke and Yarnton Green Belt Campaign
website- begbrokeyarntoncampaign. uk
Sue and Martin Oldfield
Begbroke

Use land very wisely
Sir-The current pressure to provide housing
in Oxford City suggests that land should be
used as productively as possible.
Tile very large areas on the southern side of
the Botley Road devoted to car parks, some of
which are very lightly used, could surely
make a significant contribution.
These sites have been built up so that they do
not flood, which will be even less likely when
the flood diversion channel is built.
lf the city council could jointly develop this
land, making sure that the added value was
shared to provide improved infrastructure
rather than extra profits for developers, three
storeys of flats should be possible, retaining
car parking at ground level with pick-up bays
for large purchases.
Apart from being within walking distance
of the city centre, they could also make a
contribution to the desperately needed
alternative to the congested Botley Road in
the form of a Rapid Transit from the new
West Way development, Seacourt park and
ride, through the redeveloped Osney Mead
and across the river and railway to the
Westgate and Oxpens.
This would have a huge environmental
benefit for those living along the Botley Road,
and provide relief for the thus far unsolved
problem of how to get extra staff and visitors
to the new Westgate Centre. An electric rapid
transit/tramway would also make a
significant contribution to reducing the
dangerous levels of pollution in the city.
Dr Andrew Pritchard
North Hinksey

Traffic plan is needed
Sir- I am surprised that nobody has
remembered that the [North Oxford] golf
course site plays a significant part in the 'top
hat' scheme to solve the A40 congestion
problem. This was all investigated by the M40
inquiry all those years ago and still nothing
has been fmalised.
Whatever one's view of the work on the two
roundabouts, that can only be seen as a
temporary measure, and it is high t"ime that a

